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Algorithmic systems that recommend content often lack transparency about how they come to their suggestions. One area in which recommender systems are increasingly prevalent is online news distribution. In this
paper, we explore how a lack of transparency of (news) recommenders can be tackled by involving users in the
design of interface elements. In the context of automated decision-making, legislative frameworks such as the
GDPR in Europe introduce a specific conception of transparency, granting ‘data subjects’ specific rights and
imposing obligations on service providers. An important related question is how people using personalized
recommender systems relate to the issue of transparency, not as legal data subjects but as users. This paper
builds upon a two-phase study on how users conceive of transparency and related issues in the context
of algorithmic news recommenders. We organized co-design workshops to elicit participants’ ‘algorithmic
imaginaries’ and invited them to ideate interface elements for increased transparency. This revealed the
importance of combining legible transparency features with features that increase user control. We then
conducted a qualitative evaluation of mock-up prototypes to investigate users’ preferences and concerns when
dealing with design features to increase transparency and control. Our investigation illustrates how users’
expectations and impressions of news recommenders are closely related to their news reading practices. On a
broader level, we show how transparency and control are conceptually intertwined. Transparency without
control leaves users frustrated. Conversely, without a basic level of transparency into how a system works,
users remain unsure of the impact of controls.
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INTRODUCTION

Automated computer systems increasingly mediate our everyday activities [52]. Algorithmic systems influence people’s behavior [35] and impact governance dynamics [27] in many different
social domains. In the context of news, distribution increasingly relies on algorithmic recommender
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systems, designed to predict the preferences of readers and to offer a personalized experience,
whether embedded in social media or on news websites themselves [32].
Despite the increased use of recommender systems, research has highlighted potential issues
with algorithmic ranking and decision-making more generally. Examples of such issues include
biases in filtering and personalization processes [8], a lack of transparency [14], limited access
to plural and diverse points of view [12, 37], and an extensive list of ethical concerns such as
opacity, discrimination, and challenges to the autonomy of users [31]. In addition, the automated
disclosure of personal data implemented in most social media platforms presents a direct threat to
user privacy [51].
To address some of these issues, legislators in different countries and regions attempted to legally
impose transparency of automated decision-making systems. When personal data is involved, for
example, recommender systems fall under the scope of the European Union General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) [19] , which is considered “the most important change in data privacy regulation
in 20 years” [41]. This body of laws imposes transparency obligations on ‘controllers’ (i.c., social
media platforms and news providers) and grants ‘data subjects’ (i.c., users of such services) a
series of prerogatives to request information or control the use of their data. In this context,
privacy policies and transparency features become legal centerpieces and objects of research.
Unfortunately, previous research has exposed how privacy policies are often ineffective, unreadable,
incomprehensible, require high levels of education, and are often ignored, among many other
issues [20, 30, 44, 45]. Moreover, despite the vast diversity of control strategies to interact with
those privacy policies [1], they seem disconnected from the legal requirements that justify their
existence [6].
An important related question is how people using recommender systems relate to the challenge
of transparency, not as legal ‘data subjects’ but as users. This paper investigates users’ expectations
and imaginaries concerning recommender systems and explores how user input can help design
those systems. Such a participatory approach is relevant for the design of services that better
accommodate users’ needs, and helps providers of recommender services to better meet data
subjects’ rights under data protection law such as the GDPR.
Our paper aims to explore how designers can translate privacy and transparency requirements
imposed by legal frameworks into interaction design and interface proposals via co-design. In other
words, we investigate how ‘data subjects’ can be involved as ‘users’ during the design process.
We contend this shift from ‘users’ to ‘data subjects’ is relevant, as it changes focus from ‘legal
rights’ to actual ‘daily use’. We argue that involving users in the design process can thus help
designers and service providers to meet the legal requirements imposed by frameworks such as
the GDPR. To make this case, we report on an interdisciplinary research project during which
we organized two co-design workshops and a prototype evaluation to increase transparency.
We suggest how user involvement in the design of algorithmic recommender systems can take
shape, and we share insights and suggestions for the design of such systems: we report on the
intertwining of transparency and control, the struggles between control and convenience, and how
news recommender systems and impressions of transparency are situated within users’ daily lives
and personal views. Additionally, we reflect on the dangers of perceived control that some design
solutions could provide in this context.
2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
Recommender systems that rank and suggest content to users (whether on news websites or social
media platforms) are not just technical systems but are embedded in complex socio-technical
contexts and governed by legal frameworks. The study and design of recommender systems in
news consumption benefits from a multidisciplinary approach. Such a multidisciplinary perspective
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allows us to take stock of practical design considerations that enable those who build recommender
systems to meet the various social, legal, and user requirements. This paper takes inspiration from
Human-Computer Interaction, the Social Sciences, and Legal Studies on personalized recommender
systems. Two domains of practice and academic inquiry are of particular interest to our investigation.
First, the legal framework of the GDPR imposes particular transparency obligations system operators
need to take into account. We sketch these by briefly discussing the GDPR’s conceptualization of
transparency and data subject rights. Second, social scientific inquiries into how users perceive
the algorithmic systems emphasize how ‘algorithmic imaginaries’ and ‘folk theories’ influence
users’ behavior. In the next section, we explore these two topics in preparation for our co-design
approach.
2.1

Data protection law & data subject rights

Around the world, various legal frameworks, either currently implemented or under development,
attempt to regulate privacy and personal data collection in everyday technologies. One of them is
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), introduced by the European Union (EU) in 2018,
considered “the most important change in data privacy regulation in 20 years” [41]. This legal
framework strengthens the position of ‘data subjects’ in terms of the rights they hold, including
their access to information on automated decision making. To understand the implications of the
GDPR, we need to take a closer look at the specific obligations and rights it provides with regards
to transparency, privacy, and control.
Three motivations inform our choice to involve the GDPR. First, the GDPR is the legal framework
in our regional research context, the EU. Second, while it is a regional legal framework, the GDPR
does not only apply to data controllers located in the EU but to everyone offering goods and
services to data subjects located in the region (Art. 3 GDPR), making it relevant for many major
digital service providers around the world. Third, the core principles of the GDPR return in similar
legislative frameworks in other parts of the world. For example, the GDPR became a reference
point for regulations in countries like Turkey, Mauritius, Chile, Japan, Brazil, South Korea, South
Africa, Argentina, and Kenya. These aspects turn the GDPR into a relevant and essential point of
reference for designers, practitioners, researchers, and service providers located both within and
outside the EU [40].
The GDPR applies to the “processing” of “personal data.” It defines personal data as “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person.” Personal data thus includes names,
email addresses, interests, and preferences, but also physical, physiological, genetic, or mental
attributes [38]. The GDPR defines the notion of processing as “any operation which is performed on
personal data,” including but not limited to the collection, storage, structuring, use, combination,
transmission, alteration, and even deletion. Finally, responsible for these operations, according to
the GDPR, are ‘controllers and processors’ either based in the EU or serving or monitoring data
subjects located in the EU.
The GDPR thus sharply delineates the notions of a ‘data subject’ whose ‘personal data’ is collected
and further processed and the ‘controllers and processors’ responsible for these activities. Renaud
and Shepherd provide a summary of what controllers and processors are legally obliged to provide
to their users. They have to: (1) specify the data that the digital service is collecting about users,
(2) justify precisely why they need to collect such data, (3) explain how the digital system will
process that data, (4) explain how long the digital service will retain that data, (5) detail whom the
user can contact to have that data removed, and (6) communicate privacy information “in a concise,
easy to understand and clear language” [41].
The GDPR thus enshrines transparency as a core principle: service providers should be transparent towards data subjects about which data they collect and what they do with it. Usually,
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controllers comply with these requirements by drafting a privacy policy and a data policy that users
must agree with when using or signing up for the provided service. As data controllers provide
these policies upfront, scholars and practitioners refer to these provisions as ex-ante transparency
measures.
In addition to these ex-ante transparency measures, the GDPR grants data subjects the right to
obtain specific information: (1) confirmation from the controller that they are indeed processing
personal data, (2) access to the data undergoing processing, and (3) information such as the purposes
of the processing, the recipients to whom the controller has transferred this personal data, and the
retention period. Data subjects have to make explicit requests to receive this information, turning
such ‘right of access’ and complementary data subject rights into ex-post transparency measures.
Finally, the GDPR grants data subjects complementary rights, such as ‘the right to rectification’,
allowing them to rectify or modify the data that controllers keep on them, and ‘the right to erasure’
(also called the ‘right to be forgotten’) allowing them to ultimately erase the data their personal
data.
In sum, the GDPR imposes a new attentiveness to transparency by creating specific rights for
data subjects. The ex-ante, ex-post, and all of the latter legal principles create specific legal and
design challenges for the providers of digital services such as algorithmic recommender systems:
how can these rights and legal obligations be accommodated? Consequently, the designers of such
systems need to reflect on how they can bring their services and applications in line with these
legal requirements.
The legal framework itself gives part of the answer to this design challenge. In some areas, the
GDPR encourages the involvement of users to ensure notices, policies, and interfaces are intelligible
and transparent. For example, controllers are encouraged to involve users via panels and tests
[see 39, p. 7]. Similarly, in some cases, controllers should “seek the views of data subjects” as part
of a data protection impact assessment [see also 33]. In the context of news recommenders, this
emphasis on data subjects’ views means the involvement of end-users in the design process of these
services. Our study follows these suggestions included in the GDPR, by following a participatory
approach and considering previous design work as presented in the next section.
2.2

The GDPR’s impact on design

Via the data subjects’ rights and the corresponding obligations of the controllers (i.c., service
providers), the GDPR influences the design of privacy notices, systems and their interfaces in
various contexts. Many of the GDPR requirements to inform users ex-ante are present in privacy
notices. However, academic research on privacy notices has exposed how they are often ineffective,
incomprehensible, or ignored by users [20, 30, 45]. In addition, privacy notices are characterized
by conflating requirements. They lack genuine choice for the users, they involve a high burden
yet provide little utility, and they are decoupled from the digital services provided [44]. Despite
various forms and interactive approaches [1] to privacy policies, they seem disconnected from the
legal principles that justify them, characteristics that make them ineffective for users [6].
Furthermore, service providers tend to stretch the GDPR’s obligations, implementing “antipatterns” [48] or resorting to “dark patterns” for their consent notices [36]. Investigations into ‘cookie
banners’ point towards suspected GDPR violations [29] and dark patterns in their design [24].
Previous studies have explored potential solutions to the challenge of privacy and consent.
Examples are inquiries into the potential of visualizations of privacy-related features [7] or suggestions on how designers can effectively ask for proper consent on privacy choices using various
alternatives of icons and links. In a similar vein, researchers have developed and tested elaborate
interfaces enabling users to provide specific and explicit consent to the privacy statements of online
services [15, 16]. Others propose middle-ware solutions to empower users against possible privacy
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invasions in the context of the Internet of Things [49]. In this paper, we contribute to this area of
research by taking a different approach. In line with participatory approaches to design, we aim to
involve users’ perspectives and experiences in the design process. To do so, we also take inspiration
from the social sciences and HCI, as discussed below.
2.3

Exploring users’ perspectives & experiences

Automated systems that rank and recommend content are becoming an object of study within the
social sciences. Studies from these disciplines often pay particular attention to lay people’s understanding and perception of algorithmic ranking systems and how such impressions subsequently
shape their interactions with these services.
Taking a phenomenological approach, for example, Bucher argues that algorithms “can be
accessed via experience and how they make people feel” [10]. In the context of social media,
she developed the notion of algorithmic imaginary to refer to “the way people imagine, perceive
and experience algorithms” [10, p. 31]. The concept, she suggests, highlights the “productive and
affective power that these imaginaries have” [10, p. 41] on users’ interactions with algorithmic
systems. In her study Bucher shares different contexts and situations in which experiences with
Facebook prompt users to reflect on how the platform works, thus spurring their ‘algorithmic
imagination’. Bucher identifies how users’ experiences and observations cause them to reflect, for
example, on the algorithms tracking power, how it turns Facebook into a ‘popularity game’, or the
impact of faulty predictions. Such imaginations are not only a result of experience but also impact
how users use of system, making these imaginaries productive.
In the domain of HCI researchers have deployed the concept of folk theories to refer to the
“intuitive, informal theories that individuals develop to explain the outcomes, effects, or consequences of technological systems” [23]. For Twitter [13] and Facebook [17], researchers use the
folk theories concept to highlight how users understand and react to the algorithmic curation of
their news feeds and how such understandings influence their interactions with these platforms.
For instance, previous research on Facebook and Twitter identified four folk theories [23] based
on how people think these platforms work: (1) the rational assistant, related to the idea that the
platform is fair and works for the interests of the user; (2) the transparent platform, the idea that the
system is transparent, easy to understand and influence, showing diversity without influence from
the company; (3) the unwanted observer, as the platform working in the interest of the company
rather than the user; and (4) the corporate black box, the idea that Facebook’s platform is hard
to understand, opaque and laborious to influence. While folk theories (1) and (2) invoke positive
feelings, users perceive (3) and (4) as adverse.
In this strand of literature, Eslami and colleagues [18] argue that a way to be more open to
users about the presence of algorithmic ranking is via ‘seamful’ design (as opposed to a ‘seamless’
approach). The user interface of social media news feeds, for example, would then make the
presence of algorithmic curation visible rather than hidden, giving users the possibility of better
understanding how an algorithm constructs their feeds. A different approach is to shift focus
to user controls over the algorithmic recommendation rather than emphasizing transparency
directly. Harambam et al. [26, p. 69] show that potential users value intelligible user profiles coupled
with options to manipulate the news recommendation algorithm, “especially when these control
mechanisms can be operated to achieve personal goals.”
These studies share a ‘phenomenological sensitivity’: they put the perspectives and experiences
of users at the basis of their analysis and investigate how they perceive and experience interactions
with these algorithmic systems situated within a particular context. In this paper, we take a similar
approach, departing from the ‘algorithmic imaginaries’ of users while involving them in the ideation
process through co-design activities to develop new interface elements that increase transparency.
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 6, No. CSCW2, Article 405. Publication date: November 2022.
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RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Algorithmic recommender systems are not only technical systems but are always embedded in
a particular social domain and context and for particular purposes [46, 52]. In this study, we
focus specifically on recommender systems in the context of news consumption. As outlined in the
introduction, recommenders are increasingly prevalent in the distribution and consumption of news
stories. In addition, the societal importance of news brings questions relating to the transparency
of news recommenders a to the fore. Where applicable, however, we turn our findings into insights
that are generalizable beyond the topic of news recommenders.
As outlined in the background section, the design of personalized, algorithmic recommenders
needs to accommodate two types of requirements. On the one hand, there are the legal requirements
imposed by the GDPR and comparable legal frameworks revolving around data subjects’ rights
and ex-ante & ex-post transparency measures. On the other hand, interface design should consider
users’ conceptions and expectations. To address this second challenge, we try to involve users in
ideation and evaluation processes.
The goal of this paper is twofold: (1) we aim to explore ways in which interface design features
can increase the transparency of algorithmic recommender systems by involving users directly in
the design process, and (2) through this ideation, prototyping, and evaluation process, we aim to
generate insight into how potential users conceive of transparency features in the interface and
how such design elements relate to their experiences and habits. In this sense, we use the design
and evaluation process as a means to generate knowledge and insights, which in turn can be used
when addressing further design challenges [21].
We divided the study into two phases which we present in more detail below. In the first step,
we organized co-design workshops to (1) elicit users’ ‘imaginaries’ on algorithmic recommender
systems and (2) invite them to ideate interface elements for increased transparency. In the second
phase, we turned (some of) these ideas into a mock-up prototype, while paying attention to the
requirements of the GDPR. We then organized a qualitative evaluation with a new set of participants.
Through this process, we generate insight into how people conceive transparency and related
issues in the context of algorithmic recommender systems. As each phase entails different methods,
we provide more details in the relevant sections below.
4

CO-DESIGNING TRANSPARENCY FEATURES BASED ON USER IMAGINARIES

Algorithmic recommender systems rely on user data and profiling. When designing such systems,
data controllers must take data subjects’ legal rights into account. Nevertheless, an important
related question is how people using recommender systems themselves relate to the challenge of
transparency, not as ‘data subjects’ but as users.
This section reports on two two-phase co-design workshops we organized to (1) investigate user
expectations and (2) develop new design ideas in collaboration with potential users themselves.
Through this process, we aim to shed light on participants’ ideas about transparency and related
issues.
4.1

Goal and methodology of the co-design approach

Participatory approaches for interaction design research consider users as partners and involve
them as co-creators within the design process [42]. Such involvement often takes the form of codesign workshops during which users come together under the guidance of a moderator to reflect
on specific design solutions to overcome a given challenge. During these workshops, researchers
and practitioners involve participants as “experts of [their own] experience” [43, p. 12]. From the
literature discussed above, however, we know that conceptions about how such systems work (their
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‘folk theories’ and ‘algorithmic imaginaries’) guide users’ interactions with algorithmic systems.
Before inviting participants to develop design ideas, we wanted to explore their imaginaries of
data use in the algorithmic curation processes. In addition, given the complex nature of the topic,
we took great care to subtly ‘sensitize’ participants to the presence of algorithmic selection and
ranking [4]. We therefore split our co-design workshops into two parts and included a preparatory
diary study. The entire participatory process thus consisted of three phases (discussed in more
detail below): (1) a diary study meant as sensitizing activity, (2) a workshop aimed at uncovering
algorithmic imaginaries, and (3) a workshop with co-design exercises to develop new design ideas.
Recruitment & overview of participants. Given the topic of news curation and recommendation, we
set out to recruit users of a service that, on top of being popular with a broad audience, integrates
algorithmic ranking at its core. As Facebook is one of the most popular social media platforms in
Belgium, we decided to recruit users of this service. Facebook presents users with a single feed of
posts selected from a large pool of candidates, which means it takes little effort to raise participants’
awareness of the presence of automated ranking systems. As social media are common platforms
via which people consume news [34], Facebook is also involved in news distribution, which is
central to our co-design challenge.
We recruited participants through an online call disseminated via the website of our research
group and social media platforms, viz. Facebook and Twitter. The digital flyer was shared on local
Facebook pages, such as second-hand buying and selling groups and various ‘ask anything’ pages.
We specified three prerequisites in the call, namely (1) being a social media user, (2) receiving news
through social media, and (3) being open to reflecting social media use.
As recommended for this kind of study [4], the recruitment call purposely avoided the terms
‘algorithms’ or ‘recommender systems’ to avoid biasing in potential participants. Instead, the call
focused on reading news via social media. The flyer also mentioned that selected candidates would
receive a 40 euros voucher for an online store as an incentive. All applicants had to fill out a
brief enrollment form that served as a screener and allowed us to collect necessary personal and
demographic information. The study was conducted in a university city with an international
population, allowing us to recruit participants with a variety of backgrounds. Initially, 16 candidates
registered as participants. However, as the date of the workshops drew closer, some indicated they
were no longer in the capacity to attend. We attempted to recruit more participants to compensate for
this drawback, but this yielded limited results due to the short notice. At the end of the recruitment
period, eleven candidates participated. All participants received a 40 euros voucher from an online
store in retribution for their time. Table 1 presents an overview of the participants’ characteristics.
Sensitizing activities. The co-design approach comes with some challenges, especially when tackling
topics such as the design of recommender systems. Following recent methodological literature [4],
there are two main obstacles. First, users often have limited awareness of the presence of algorithmic
selection and ranking and are often unaware of the presence of algorithmic ranking systems. Social
media users in particular seem to have limited awareness of the fact that algorithmic systems
curate their news feeds [18, 25]. Researchers refer to this lack of knowledge as limited ‘algorithm
awareness’ [25]. Second, and equally important, different people understand the term ‘algorithm’
differently. To deal with these challenges, we follow the suggestion of including ‘sensitizing activities’ in the participatory design approach [4]. Sensitizing activities are a way to make participants
aware of and sensitive to specific phenomena without directly influencing their experiences.
To this end, we provided participants with a preparatory diary exercise intended to gently
increase their awareness of the presence of algorithms in their social media feeds. During the week
leading up to the first workshop, we asked participants to keep track of the news they encountered
in their Facebook news feed. For the first five news items they encountered they had to fill out a
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#

Gender

Age

Background

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

f
f
f
m
f
f
m
m
m
f
f

56-65
36-45
36-45
18-12
26-35
18-25
26-35
26-35
36-45
18-25
18-25

IT
Finance
Social sector
IT
Cultural sector
Graduate student
Civil engineering
Civil engineering
Computer programming
Social sciences student
Graduate student

Table 1. Overview of workshop participants

brief questionnaire asking about the type of message, the time a user posted it, and where in their
News Feed it appeared. Then, during the first workshop, we started with a collective brainstorming
exercise during which participants discussed these experiences. These sensitizing activities ensured
participants were aware of the algorithmic curation of their social media feeds and shared a basic
understanding of it without direct instruction from the researchers. It is essential to note that
we conducted the workshops to inform the subsequent design process. Their purpose was not
to generate knowledge with universal validity (which would be difficult given the small and selfselected sample of participants) but rather to provide insight into what users are currently thinking
and doing and how additional features could take into account both their concerns and wishes.
Workshop #1: User imaginaries. The first workshop explored participants’ imaginaries about which
personal data is collected and processed when Facebook composes a news feed. Almost all participants knew that items in their news feeds did not appear in chronological order but that a computer
system reordered them. The workshop coordinators briefly mentioned that Facebook generates a
‘relevancy score’ for each item based on official communication by the social media platform.1 In
small subgroups, we then asked our participants to come up with factors they thought Facebook
would take into account when calculating the ‘relevancy score’ and write them on sticky notes. We
used collaborative affinity mapping [28] to, together with participants, form ‘clusters’ of factors
the social media platform might take into account. Starting from a single concept, participants
took turns suggesting sticky notes to add to a shared whiteboard. As participants added notes,
connections and contrasts naturally emerged, forming clusters of similar notions. Importantly, participants were encouraged to explain the elements mentioned on their sticky notes and highlight the
relationships with already-existing notes. The resulting interaction and discussion between participants provided vital research material. It turned the mapping into a real collaborative effort, while
comments of and exchanges between participants provided insight into how they conceptualized
the functioning of the social media algorithmic ranking system.
Workshop #2: Co-designing for explainability. In the second workshop, organized two weeks later,
the same participants joined in co-designing activities we developed specifically for this research
project. The idea of the workshop was to turn to participants’ expectations of and wishes for
explainability features that would better explain how and why certain items appear in their news
1Workshop coordinators showed participants two stills of a video shared by Facebook about the news feed ranking. Original

video at https://about.fb.com/news/2018/05/inside-feed-news-feed-ranking/, last accessed on 3 June 2021.
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feed. In preparation of the second workshop, we asked participants to look at Facebook’s information
on them via their ‘Ads preferences’ page. We provided participants with instructions on how to
access this dashboard within the platform, which shows the interests Facebook thinks users have.
After a brief recapitulation of the first workshop, we gave participants a co-designing exercise.
Divided into small groups, they received two sets of cards2 . The first stack consisted of 16 ‘goal
cards’ based on the results of the previous workshop and contained transparency goals for the
recommender system. The goals revolved around the user’s profile (e.g., show data sources used for
profiling), an individual item in the news feed (e.g., show ranking weights), other users’ interactions
with an item (e.g., show the impact of comments and likes on ranking), or means for control (e.g.,
prioritize a topic or filter post types). The second stack contained 13 cards with ‘interaction design
elements’ such as ‘information box’, ‘sort’, ‘notification’ or ‘dials’, meant to spark their imagination
and creativity. After dot-voting on the most critical goals, we asked participants to develop design
ideas and interface elements that could help achieve those goals. They were also encouraged to
sketch their designs, and to present and discuss their creations with other participants.
Analysis. In order to streamline the analysis of the results, both workshops were voice-recorded.
When analyzing these recordings and our notes, we paid particular attention to participants’
motivations: what mattered most was the reasoning behind their choices, their priorities, dreams,
wishes, and imaginations. The first workshop ended with a collective affinity mapping exercise,
resulting in clusters. The discussions during this exercise were analyzed to reveal significant themes.
For the second workshop, we applied ‘thematic analysis’, going “back and forth as needed through
the phases” of the workshop [9]. We first transcribed the audio recording of the final discussion
and presentation of participants’ design ideas. The following steps in our analysis consisted of
initial open coding of the transcriptions and the descriptions of their designs and then grouping
the coded sections into themes. We then reviewed the design ideas by theme and generalized their
characteristics.
4.2

Imaginaries of data use for news feed ranking

Collaborative affinity mapping during the first workshop produced a structured overview of
participants’ imaginaries about the type of data used by Facebook to rank items. As discussed
above in the background section, the imaginaries refer to how people think algorithmic systems
use their data (and how this impacts their behavior), rather than how they work technically [10].
In the following paragraphs, we discuss participants’ imaginaries in more detail.
Big Brother and the ‘abuse of data’. The first cluster of imagined factors relies on what participants
spontaneously called a ‘Big Brother’-like collection and use of data by Facebook. They suspected
unfair and opaque data collection to be used by the system to improve its predictive model.
Participants alluded to using location data and search and browsing history in the ranking process,
qualifying this as ‘abusive use’ of data. Other examples of data use that were deemed abusive by
some were the type of device, a user’s internet speed, and the content and metadata of private
communications. Two participants even suspected data was collected by eavesdropping via the
microphone or spying through the camera of their devices. While workshop moderators emphasized
that there was no evidence that Facebook eavesdrops on its users, this shows participants had a
wild imagination about which data is collected and processed while showing an eagerness to better
learn about how and what data news providers collect.
2 These

cards are attached as appendix to the project report of ATAP, Task 3.1, available at https://www.law.kuleuven.be/
citip/en/research/atap/reports.
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‘Derived data’. A second cluster relates to data a social media platform might infer from users’
behavior on the platform itself. Examples include creating profiles to categorize users based on previous interactions, the consolidation of such profiles with information retrieved from other services
when using single sign-on solutions, or monitoring the time spent on the platform. Participants
grouped all of these under the label ‘derived data’.
It is important to note that participants showed different levels of concern over the types of data
news providers use. Most participants considered ‘derived’ information as legitimately obtained
compared to the ‘abusive data’. Where precisely one should draw the line between the two, however,
was a topic of disagreement. Some saw little harm in a system using, for example, their shopping
history, while others expressed concern about such practices. One participant stated that “while
sharing a post is a public act, clicking on a link should remain private” (P3). This result brings us to
the next category: data that is explicitly shared rather than inferred.
‘Explicitly provided data’. The third cluster, participants suggested concerns information actively
and explicitly provided by users. Examples of such information include age, gender, residence, and
relationship status, all provided when registering or using the service. Participants distinguished
this cluster on the basis that some information is shared consciously. While ‘abusive’ and ‘derived
data’ are shared unconsciously, the information in this cluster is ‘explicitly provided’. Still, the fact
that some information is deliberately shared does not imply that all users are comfortable with
their data being used in the recommendation or ranking process. One participant mentioned that
she would not want any system to serve content based on her gender, even if she had revealed it to
a platform.
4.3

Lessons from co-design: combining transparency and control

The results of the first workshop show the distinctions participants make in how data are used in
algorithmic recommender ranking on social media. Even as participants draw the lines between
these categories differently and show different levels of concern over the use of their data, it
is essential to note that all were interested in more control over the collection and use of such
data. This decision did not only apply to data use they considered illegitimate, but also to the
‘explicitly provided’ data: participants wanted to be more involved in how news providers use such
data to provide recommendations. This became clear from the second workshop, where we asked
participants about the transparency features they would like to see. We discuss these insights here.
Transparency & legibility. Nearly all participants were eager to know why the interface displayed
items in a particular order. They wanted to see, for example, which factors influence automated
curation. Participants wanted to know which data the system used to build their profile and how
these were obtained or derived. In the words of one of the participants, they wanted to “see the
logic behind it, why certain parallels are drawn”.
During discussions later in the workshop, some participants emphasized that this information
should be transparent, accessible and insightful. As one participant phrased it, adding “fine print”
is not enough. The information shared should also be understandable. In other words: transparency
should imply legibility.
This concern resonates with issues raised in academic literature. For example, Mike Ananny and
Kate Crawford note that, among other issues, a focus on transparency “can privilege seeing over
understanding.” [5, p. 680]
No transparency without control. Our participants considered transparency and control as intertwined. This point was implicitly present in many design proposals and resurfaced in the closing
discussion. At its most basic level, many participants felt they should be able to intervene if the
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system makes faulty inferences about them. Participants also expressed the need for fine-grained
control over the functioning of the recommender system itself to influence how it comes to its
decisions.
Transparency should also involve increased control on a more conceptual level. As one participant
noted, “if it is ‘just for information and you wouldn’t be able to change anything, that would be
frustrating to me.” Another participant put it even more straightforward: “[Transparency] is meant
for control.” In other words, participants wished for transparency and insight that they could put
to use. Transparency is pointless without adequate means of control. Designers should therefore
consider both concepts as two sides of the same coin.
Profiling concerns. During both workshops, participants expressed interest in understanding the
resulting profile the system made of them. One reason is that they were particularly afraid of
being pigeonholed in too narrow a category, resulting in them receiving news based on a narrow
conception of their interests. This was related to participants’ care for diversity in the news: they
wanted to keep discovering new and unexpected content, especially if ‘the system’ were to assign
them to specific categories. Some participants suggested that designers could achieve diversity by
adding a ‘surprise me’-button to show variety or via elaborate filters that would allow users to
indicate preferences explicitly.
Profiling concerns were broader than a fear of being pigeonholed, however. Almost all participants
were eager to know what the system thought of them, i.e. which categories the system assigned
them to and how it came to these conclusions. They wanted to know which data the system used
to construct their profile and from where these data came. One subgroup of participants envisioned
a detailed dashboard that would allow users to retrieve and manipulate such information. Other
groups proposed variations of a ‘why this?’-button. In one version, these included the ranking
weights of items in the news feed, detailing how the shown news item resembles the users’ profile.
We turn these design ideas into a mock-up prototype in the following section.
5

LEARNING FROM QUALITATIVE PROTOTYPE EVALUATION

In the second phase of our research project, we translated the design ideas and sketches of the
co-design workshops into different interface features and a mock-up prototype. As participants
in the co-design workshops emphasized the importance of both transparency and control, we
broadened our initial scope and included participants’ suggestions for increased control in our
prototype.
5.1

Design Rationale: Transparency and control connected to a privacy hub

Considering previous research’ emphasis on the ineffective and troublesome nature of current
privacy notices [20, 30, 45], we build upon the results of the co-design workshop and design
suggestions from previous research [11, 41, 44] to create what we called ‘a privacy hub’. We first
summarized participants’ ideas and motivations into a set of design features and then further
synthesized these features, until we arrived at a list of four sets of features that we included in our
prototype and subsequently evaluated.
We used Adobe XD to design a digital mockup with basic interactivity to provide the feeling
of a real application (see figures 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, and 3). We designed the prototype to resemble
a personalized news service that we called News For You. We included a splash screen and a
‘personalized news feed’ listing news articles corresponding to readers’ interests to make it realistic.
The enumeration below presents an overview of the features.
1. A ‘Why this’-explanation. During the co-design workshops, participants shared an eagerness to
learn why a particular item receives its specific ranking in the feed. To meet this interest, we added
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(a) ‘Why this’-overlay

(b) Control panel for user categories

Fig. 1. Overlay and dashboard for ‘Why this’-based explanation

a button next to each element that pops up an overlay that explains why the article is selected.
When the user clicks the button, it shows the categories associated with the article and highlights
which of these characteristics correspond to the user’s profile. The ‘why this’ button attempts to
increase transparency regarding which factors influence automated curation. To accommodate
participants’ requests for complementary controls, we connected the ‘why this’ overlay to the
profile dashboard where users can modify the categories associated with their profile. We show
this feature in figure 1a and 1b.
2. Ranking weights & sliders. During the first workshop in the co-design process, participants
suggested that showing the weights calculated to sort the news feed could shed light on the ranking
process. We included a button to display the ranking weights of items in the feed to accommodate
this request. When a user clicks on a ranking weight, an additional overlay provides graphical
information on the factors influencing the score, as shown in figure 2a. A direct link to the profile
dashboard allows users to adjust their interests.
In the co-design workshop, participants suggested using sliders or dials to manipulate the weight
given to different factors in the algorithmic ranking. We therefore drafted a panel from which a user
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(b) Sliders for manipulation

Fig. 2. Overlay and control panel for score-based explanation

could manipulate the importance of different categories and characteristics associated with their
profile and news items, such as ‘recency’, ‘popularity’, or specific topics (see figure 2b). Each of
these characteristics has a slider so the user can manipulate them individually to alter their impact
on the final ranking weight. These sliders would allow for more nuanced control in comparison to
binary options.
3. Voting with thumbs. As a variation on the previous feature and following a suggestion from the
co-design workshops, we included a different mechanism to manipulate preferences. This feature
displays thumbs up or down icons for users to indicate whether they would like more or less similar
news items. We do not intend the thumbs up/down as a way to indicate whether a user agrees with
the news item, nor to assess the popularity of a news article, but as a feedback mechanism to the
algorithmic ranking system.
As with the previous feature, the overlay includes a link to the more elaborate ‘interest sliders’
shown in figure 2b. This feature aims for simplicity and ease of use while simultaneously providing
more sophisticated control when requested. Note that the emphasis here is on control rather than
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Fig. 3. Privacy Hub

transparency, as the feature does not provide additional information as to why items are currently
ranked the way they are.
4. Interactive Privacy Hub. To imitate the legally required privacy notice for any application that
collects personal data, we included a ‘privacy hub’ in our prototype. Our participants did not suggest
this final feature during the co-design workshops. We included it to make our prototype more in
line with the legal obligations of the GDPR. The ‘privacy hub’ contains a legal notice informing
users of the data our prototype collects (or rather, would collect), how it processes this data, and
with what purpose. In addition, it explicitly mentions users’ rights as data subjects as provided by
the GDPR. We deliberately wrote this privacy notice in accessible and understandable language.
Actionable buttons and direct links to the in-app control panels, as shown in figure 3, transform the
passive notice into a ‘hub’. In doing so, the hub combines ex-post and ex-ante transparency measures.
This feature aims to connect existing features and settings to legally required information, thus
further facilitating user control in the spirit of data protection law.
5.2

Approach to evaluation

User walk-through & semi-structured interview. In order to investigate users’ assessments of our
prototype, we took a qualitative and in-depth approach. This method allowed us to quickly gather
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Table 2. Participants for prototype evaluation

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Gndr Age
F
26-35
F
36-45
F
18-25
F
18-25
F
26-35
M
26-35
F
36-45
F
26-35
M
26-35
M
18-25
F
18-25
F
18-25

Background
Public sector
Policy advisor
Graphical design student
Social sciences student
UX design
Retail
Health care
Hotel and catering
Social sciences student
Social sciences student
Social sciences student
Social sciences student

#
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Gndr
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F

Age
Background
18-25 Social sciences student
18-25 Social sciences student
18-25 Social sciences student
18-25 Social sciences student
18-25 Social sciences student
36-45
Civil servant
18-25 Social sciences student
18-25 Social sciences student
18-25 Social sciences student
18-25 Social sciences student
18-25 Social sciences student
36-45
Public sector

a variety of impressions and reflections on the design features and assess whether potential users
would be interested in using them. To this end, we designed a user walk-through exercise, where
we provided participants with simple tasks to perform using the clickable prototype [47, p. 561].
For this exercise, we invited participants to our offices to navigate the prototype on a laptop.3 We
asked participants to describe what they saw and what they thought the buttons meant during
the walk-through. In addition, we invited participants to comment on the usefulness and clarity of
the features. The walk-through was supplemented with semi-structured interviews investigating
participants’ news reading habits, their recent experiences with recommender systems, and their
interest in explanations of how such systems work.
Recruitment & overview of participants. For the evaluation, we recruited participants who read news
online or were familiar with similar applications. The recruitment text mentioned the topic of
‘digital personalized news’ and the challenge of how such a service could be better attuned to reader
preferences. We circulated our call for participants on social media and the online educational
platform for students in the Social Sciences at our university. Table 2 provides more details on the
final participants. Potential limitations of this selection are discussed in section 6.
Analysis of prototype evaluation. The walk-troughs and subsequent interviews were audio-recorded.
Together with written notes they formed the basis for our analysis. First, we summarized participants’ reactions to and comments on the individual prototype features. We subsequently conducted
a thematic analysis of the results of the semi-structured interview in order to evaluate how their
assessment connected to their current experiences with reading news, social media feeds, and
recommender systems.
Our primary intent with the development and evaluation of our prototype was to use it as a
means to generate knowledge that researchers and practitioners can use in later designs [cf. 21].
We aim to provide insight into users’ perceptions of transparency in recommender systems. In
other words, we are interested in what the confrontation between participant and prototype shows,
rather than in the evaluation of the prototype itself. Our analysis thus focused not on the features
per se but on deliberations and reflections of participants.
3 Even

though we designed the mock-up to look like a smartphone application, we decided to let participants use a laptop as
the bigger screen made it easier to point at and discuss interface elements.
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Insights for news recommenders: reflecting on transparency and control

Control requires transparency. During the workshop, participants explained that unless transparency
of the algorithmic ranking process is combined with user controls, the increased clarity will lead
to frustration. During the prototype evaluation, participants turned this connection on its head:
for controls to be helpful, a certain level of insight and transparency is required. In the words of
one participant: “When I start turning those dials myself, I really need to know how it works.” (P6)
Effective use of controls requires knowledge of the system itself. Before users can decide whether
they want to see more or less ‘similar articles’, for example, they need to know how the system
categorizes the article in order to understand what ‘similar’ means. In other words, users in our
study need to have insight into the system’s evaluation in order to assess the effects of the different
controls.
For this reason, participants criticized the ‘thumb up’ and ‘thumb down’ buttons for being opaque,
even though we originally included them for easy manipulation of user preferences. While some
participants praised the feature’s simplicity and accessibility, most were critical of the thumbs
because of the difficulty of gauging how significant the impact of clicking them would be. One
participant, for example, said she dislikes “trivial” political news and would not want to see such
articles, yet she was very much interested in “real” political topics. She pointed out that his reasons
for demoting an item might differ from the system’s assigned categories: “I don’t know how [the
thumbs] are defined. What do they imply?” (P5) This underscores that effective controls require
insight into how the system works.
Transparency without insight. Despite the eagerness of participants in the co-design workshops
to see the ranking weights of different items in their news feeds (as prototyped in figure 2a), the
evaluation pointed out that these weights are of little use without additional context. Participants
said it was difficult to make sense of these scores. Showing the ranking weights directly thus seems
to generate confusion rather than clarity.
Our main takeaway here is that features that aim to reveal some of the inner mechanics of
algorithmic systems, thus showing the ‘seams’ of the design [17], need to make what they show intelligible to make it helpful to users. Without such intelligibility, the result seems to be transparency
without insight, or “seeing without understanding” [5, p. 680].
A balance between convenience and control. During the evaluation, a central recurring theme was
the balance between convenience and control. Participants that were positive about the granularity
of control provided by the ‘interest sliders’ (see figure 2b) also reflected on the effort it would take
to use those controls. Perhaps the effort would be too high, some suggested. This reflection is
related to a central concern expressed by participants who were suspicious of an automated system
recommending news: controls are required to have a sense of power over what is suggested, but
using them extensively might involve a lot of time and effort, thus making the service even less
attractive. In the words of one critical participant: “On the one hand I don’t want to spend time to
track and evaluate which information is served to me, but on the other hand, when [a system] is
making choices for me, I’d like to [have control over] it.” (P6) Here a conundrum appears: using
control requires effort and thus diminishes the convenience provided by the service, yet elaborate
controls seem crucial to convince users critical of automated and personalized news recommenders
actually to use such systems.
Here we should emphasize diversity among participants, both regarding how much control they
want and how much effort they are willing to spend to use them. Some participants expected the
recommender to ‘do its thing’ without any control or configuration on their behalf. Participants
who appreciated the voting buttons, while a minority, expected ‘the system’ to learn about their
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preferences, thus automatically configuring the sliders for them. Some expressed the desire that the
service would learn their interests by itself, based on the articles they read, without undertaking
any action themselves. Evaluation of the control panel with sliders (shown in figure 2b) emphasized
that participants differed in their willingness to put in the effort to use the provided controls. While
half of the participants were eager to fine-tune their preferences on a more granular level, the
system seemed “too much work” (P8, P22) to others. They thought the task of configuring the
sliders to be daunting.
Gaining insight through control panels. Some participants found a different use for the sliders and
were interested in using them to gain insight. As the sliders allow users to modify their profile, these
controls would also shed light on how they are being profiled in the first place. One participant
who thought the sliders looked too complicated was interested in using the feature to know “what
does the algorithm actually think of me?” (P8) In this sense, features meant for control can also
enhance transparency, as they provide a way for users to inspect their algorithmically constructed
profiles. From the evaluation of this feature, we see how controls that confront users with their
profile can also serve as a means to gain insight into the recommender system. The extent to which
this is actually feasible remains a big question (see 6.2).
Trust as networked characteristic. During the interviews it became clear that ‘trust’ in a news recommender cannot be meaningfully separated from trust in the media organizations and newsrooms.
In other words, participants’ trust in news recommendations should be seen as a ‘networked’
characteristic [see also 26, p. 73]. Some participants made this clear by explicitly connecting the
topic of trust in the system to trust in newspapers and editorial boards. While almost everyone
assumed that the system would be technically functional and accurate, many participants indicated
that their trust in the recommender system depended on the newspaper(s) involved. In other
words, participants were skeptical towards editorial (i.e., human) and algorithmic (i.e., automated)
selection alike [22]. In this sense, the issue of trust in recommenders can be considered ‘networked’:
inseparable from and dependent on the broader organizational systems in which the recommender
system is embedded.
Diversity and serendipity when reading news. Not only trust in the system is situated within a
broader context, but also the wishes of participants seem situated in daily news reading practices.
The connections between preference for a particular set of controls and reading habits became clear
from the interest participants showed in the sliders (see figure 2b). They specifically appreciated
the nuanced control this dashboard seemed to provide. One participant stated that this feature
appealed to her “because I like to have a diverse palette of news rather than focused on one topic.
[...] It [seems] gratifying to use because you can use it interactively, and you have a sense of control”
(P11). Providing controls that enable users to state a mixture of interests thus seems particularly
important.
In addition, the interviews underscored how new and diversified content is crucial for peoples’
news reading experience. During the walk-through, some participants worried that the system
would ‘pigeonhole’ them in a particular category (similar to what some participants of the co-design
workshop feared). This is particularly problematic for news reading, as participants emphasized the
importance of surprise and curiosity in their news reading experience. For instance, one participant
wondered whether using a news recommender would lead to “wearing a specific set of glasses.
Only these topics... What with the others?” (P6) Another participant shared the same concern: she
feared her own choices might lead to “tunnel vision” and noted that while she has a preference for
a specific set of topics, she “also want[s] to know things that [she] might not immediately pick
[herself].” (P23) In other words, she wanted to receive news outside of her usual scope. This finding
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is connected to a motivation many participants shared: they read the news to learn and see new
things. In the words of one participant: “I read the news online to see things that lie beyond my
own world. [...] When I take the effort to open this app, I want to broaden my worldview.” (P19)
This result is a challenge we have not explored in our prototype but which warrants further
attention in future research: how to ensure discovery outside of one’s usual scope of interests.
One respondent mentioned a possible feature that would suggest categories the reader could be
interested in and would like to read. She also emphasized that the system should merely make
suggestions: “...there should also be the possibility of saying: ‘no, this is not for me”’ (P2). Another
participant suggested a sort of “roulette feature” that would make more wild guesses regarding
recommendations (P6).
Preferring control over transparency. When interacting with the prototype, most participants seemed
more interested in manipulating the recommender system rather than in knowing why or how
it came to certain conclusions, suggesting they value control more than transparency. For many
participants, control was more important than insight. The ‘why’ question only pops up when the
service does not work as expected.
However, there is a particular danger to the emphasis on control over transparency: a possible
‘placebo effect’ [cf. 50]. The following interaction illustrates this. When we asked a participant
whether she understood why certain items were suggested to her, she replied: “Because you can
configure everything yourself, you know where [the suggestions] come from, and not from random
likes and whatnot.” (P16) Precisely because the participant saw interface elements that suggest
control, she felt that she would know why certain items were recommended. However, previous
research suggest that when controls are present, users will take responsibility when suggestions
are not as they expect them to be, even if the controls do not work [50]. This finding suggests
that such placebo effects of controls could decrease users’ interest in transparency. We discuss this
challenge in more detail in the discussion and conclusions of this paper.
The ‘privacy hub’ as a way to complement the ex ante privacy notice. The final task in the walkthrough asked participants to read through the ‘privacy hub’ (as shown in figure 3). Almost all
participants stated they do not usually read privacy notices when using online services. One
participant mentioned that he was not interested in privacy notices because there was no room for
negotiation: “You simply have to click agree [or] you can’t use the service.” (P14) His skepticism
extended to our privacy hub, which he described as “small print”.
Many other participants commended the possibility of navigating directly from the privacy hub
to the application’s different settings dashboards, decreasing the effort it would take to change
how data is used. As shared by one participant: “The fact that there is the [possibility for] control
with an actual button makes it much more human and tangible to me.” (P6) However, when we told
participants that the same control panels were also accessible via the in-app settings, almost all
preferred making changes there rather than via the privacy hub.
The fact that our privacy notice, usually considered an ex-ante transparency measure, included
links to directly exercise one’s ex-post rights did make the data-subject rights more accessible. One
participant, for instance, praised the fact that the privacy hub does not only mention the possibility
for the user to download data (as imposed by the GDPR) but provides a direct link to use this
prerogative.
We conclude that our idea of the privacy hub does not suddenly turn the privacy notice into
sought-after literature. The chance that users will turn to this page when they are looking to
manipulate their settings seems slim, as they seem to prefer to access the control settings directly.
However, responses from participants suggest that icons and direct links to control settings do
make the privacy notice more understandable and valuable. Future research could explore the
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potential of interactive privacy notices, combining both ex-ante and ex-post measures in a single
design.
6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The two-phase study discussed in this paper illustrates how a close involvement of users can inform
the design of news recommender systems by (1) investigating their ‘algorithmic imaginaries’, (2) including them in ideation via co-design activities, and (3) learning from qualitative user evaluations.
This section wants to share general insights relevant to both practitioners and researchers. While
some of these insights are specific to the theme of news recommendation, most have broader
relevance. We end this section with a discussion of the dangers of perceived control.
6.1

Takeaways for the design of algorithmic recommender systems

The intertwining of transparency and control. A common theme that returned in all parts of our
study is the close relationship between the concepts of transparency and control. We learn from the
co-design workshops that users are eager to know how recommenders construct user profiles and
score different items. However, providing such transparency without the option to make changes
would lead to frustration, according to participants, which implies that transparency probably
necessitates some form of control over the system. During our prototype evaluation this insight
was complemented with new connection between these two concepts: effective use of controls
presupposes a basic understanding of how the system works and the effects of the controls. In
other words: control requires transparency. When designers implement controls, users want to
understand how these impact the recommendations they receive.
At the same time, designers are advised to be careful when setting expectations of the level of
control users have. The prototype evaluation suggests that betrayed expectations of control can
discourage people from using the service. When users notice that provided features have little
impact on the recommendations, they can quickly become dissatisfied and turn away from the
service altogether (assuming users can detect defects, cf. infra). It is crucial, then, that designers
carefully consider the impression and expectations the implemented features generate.
Control vs. convenience. Our prototype evaluations underscore that striking a balance between
control and convenience is essential yet challenging due to users’ varied priorities. Different users
seem to have different preferences and make different assessments of the same feature, depending
on the way they (would like to) consume news. This is related to findings from previous research
pointing out that user do not always need explanations, that not all users need a detailed explanation,
and that explanations should be provided only “on-demand”, keeping them brief and using layperson
terms [11]. Some users were eager to spend much time exploring different options and fine-tuning
their settings, while to others such complexity feels like ‘work’. This became apparent from the
evaluation of the privacy hub: to some users, the interactive notice provided limited additional
value precisely because they had little interest in control over how their data was used and how
recommendations were made. To others, however, the hub made the traditional privacy notice
more insightful and actionable.
We believe design solutions such as the privacy hub should be seen in this light: as an additional
feature that provides users with insightful and actionable options when they want them, thus
increasing the value and legibility of privacy notices. By combining the notice with direct controls,
a privacy hub might have a higher possibility of being read or explored, leaving the users with the
chance to get to know their data subject rights more interactively. Further research is needed to
find if and how a privacy hub could achieve such potential.
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More broadly, and beyond the topic of the privacy hub, one answer to the conundrum of
convenience vs. control is to provide users with a choice between two options when they start
using the service: more control via elaborate but complex interface features, or more automation
with less direct user control.
News recommender systems are situated. Personalized recommenders and ranking systems are
always ‘situated’: users’ interactions with recommender systems occur in a particular context and
are informed by their perceptions and assessments of the system. That is to say, an automated
system never exists ‘by itself’, but for the user it always operates in relation to the type of things
it ranks or recommends. Our evaluation underscores this insight in two separate ways. First,
participants’ expectations and concerns with algorithmic recommendations were connected to their
news reading habits and experiences. Crucial in the design of news recommender services, then, is
attention to people’s motivations for reading news (from following specific thematic interests to
broadening one’s worldview) or to their preferred ways of discovering reading material (taking
note, for example, on the importance of serendipity or encountering unexpected topics).
Second, our investigation shows that trust in algorithmic recommendations is always related to
trust in the news organization. Managing trust at different organizational levels seems therefore
integral to generating trust in the recommender system, from trust in journalistic content and the
newsroom to trust in the publisher and the company as a whole.
These conclusions are in line with existing research. When evaluating privacy and human
behavior, scholars have emphasized how perceptions of recommender systems and their level of
privacy are dependent on the context within which they are used. This influences how people use
control mechanisms. [2]. Consequently, it is crucial to study the particularities of news reading
practices when proposing design solutions that address issues of control, transparency, and privacy,
also when complying with legal frameworks such as the GDPR. Again, the direct involvement of
users via co-design is one way to achieve this.
These insights emphasize that when considering the effectiveness of design solutions, it is
essential to take users’ opinions of service providers and data controllers into account. This
insight is in line with previous research highlighting how users’ perceptions and impressions of an
organization affect how they experience and perceive recommender systems [3].
6.2

The dangers of perceived control

A potential issue of particular importance is related to what Vaccaro and colleagues [50] have called
‘placebo effects’ of controls. They write that adding features that increase the perceived level of
control can increase user satisfaction regardless of whether they work or not. Previous work has
also highlighted how behavior and attitudes towards privacy can be easily influenced in favor of
digital services via interaction and control mechanisms [2].
During the evaluation of our prototype, participants made statements that suggest placebo
effects are particularly prominent in our prototype. In particular complex features such as the
‘interest sliders’ can provide a false sense of control, regardless of their effectiveness. Nevertheless,
participants seemed confident that they would be able to notice when the system does not take
their preferences into account. We suspect, however, that they might overestimate their capacity to
note discrepancies between the control’s settings and the system’s behavior, which is particularly
difficult when controls are complex and thus hard to evaluate.
Finally, our evaluation suggests that when users are convinced they have control over the system,
they are less interested in learning how it works. In other words, as users perceive high levels of
control, they see less need for transparency. This response could be particularly misleading when
placebo effects are involved, i.e., when the actual level of control is much smaller than the user
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assumes. A false sense of control could thus reduce the perceived need for transparency without
improving the users’ insight into or control over the recommender system.
7

LIMITATIONS

Despite our best efforts, the research design has some limitations. Even though we organized the
co-design workshops twice, the number of participants remains limited. While we took the effort
to recruit local participants and international residents in Belgium by organizing one workshop
in Dutch and one in English, socio-economic, gender, and cultural diversity could have been
broadened with a higher number of participants. For these reasons, as with all co-design workshops,
the resulting design ideas are situation-dependent and cannot be easily generalized to users in
general.
While we attempted to ensure diversity in participants’ characteristics for the prototype evaluation, we were unable to achieve a representative distribution of age, gender, and educational &
professional background. In this part of our study, young female participants and students of the
social sciences are over-represented.
Finally, the co-design workshops departed from participants’ experience with Facebook. While
Facebook is widely used and thus familiar to participants, it also has a controversial reputation
which might influence their attitudes and ideas. Consequently, the imaginaries and concerns of
participants might be specific to this platform. However, the aim of this contribution is broader, as
we hope to have shown how the involvement of users via both co-design and qualitative prototype
evaluations provides added value to the design of algorithmic systems.
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